BananaToys com Releases Christmas 2007 Hot Toy List - Toys with Kid-A-Peel
BananaToys.com, known for its cool and hard-to-find toys, celebrates its 7th year anniversary by
introducing its Christmas 2007 Hot Toys List of the top-selling toys with kid-a-peel.
Glendora, CA (PRWeb) November 24, 2007 -- BananaToys.com, a popular online retailer of hard-to-find action
figures and radio control toys, today announced its Christmas 2007 Hot List of the top-selling toys and
collectibles that will surely keep kids busy on Christmas morning and beyond. The Hot List hopes to assist
parents/grandparents in selecting the most fun, exciting, and adventurous toys for their "little ones" in the family.
BananaToys.com prides itself on carrying only the highest quality products from well-known brands such as
Hasbro®, Mattel®, Star Wars®, Transformers®, Hannah Montana® among others. One of its major goals is to
provide a family-focused, safe and enjoyable shopping experience with its easy-to-navigate website. While
maintaining its products at competitive prices, BananaToys.com continuously strives to provide a fast, friendly
and personal customer service nationwide.
Outlined below are the detailed product descriptions for some of the hot items BananaToys.com recommends for
the Christmas of 2007:
Transformers the Movie: Ultimate Bumblebee™ by Hasbro®
The Transformers Movie hero "comes to life" at the push of a button! This amazing and ultra-detailed robot
figure features an animated head, wings and arms. His cannon automatically "aims" and fires a missile! Convert
this awesome machine in to Camaro concept vehicle mode with battle and conversion sounds! Groove to nine
different songs, featuring "Whip It" by Devo! You'll be ready for action with realistic revving engine sounds,
screeching brakes and crashing noises - even a car alarm and horn! And with 17 cool phrases like, "Let's roll out!"
and "Take that Decepticon!" he's the ultimate interactive action figure powered up, and ready to bring the fight to
the Decepticon - or at least your bedroom!
Star Wars Transformers Darth Vader Death Star™ by Hasbro®
Darth Vader battles the Rebel Alliance fleet with weapons, warriors, and the power of the Force! The Sith Lord
strikes with his lightsaber and blaster, then uses secret morphing technology to change into the Death Star battle
station and launch a devastating attack on the heroic Rebels!
Hannah Montana: "In Concert" Collection Singing Dolls™ by Disney®
Hear Hannah sing her most popular chart-topping songs with this fun doll. Songs: "The Best of Both Worlds" &
"The Other Side of Me". She wears an authentic outfit like the ones she wore on her 70-city sold out concert tour.
Hanna doll comes with a microphone, a brush and a "Live in Love" bracelet or backstage pass.
Transformers The Movie: Movie Leader Optimus Prime™ by Hasbro®
Get ready to rule the universe with this awesome Optimus Prime figure that features Advanced Automorph
Technology. This Transformers technology is designed to enhance vehicle-to-robot conversion with partially
animated mechanical triggers that activate the final shift to battle mode. Watch armor slide to protect vital points.
Flip down the Ion Blaster in robot mode to launch a projectile and press a button in vehicle mode for electronic
horn sounds and lights.
Air Hogs Havoc Heli Laser Battle Set™ by Spin Master®
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Battle helicopters with your friends and shoot them down from the sky with the high-energy Air Hogs Havoc
Heli Laser Battling Set. Simply fly into position with these menacing, precision airborne vehicles, then fire from
your controller and send your hapless opponent into a wild tailspin! Each helicopter features a revolutionary
infrared laser targeting system that really lets you shoot your enemies out of the sky! Plus, they're equipped with
authentic battle sounds, for a super realistic experience.
About BananaToys.com
Founded in 1999, BananaToys.com (www.BananaToys.com) is one of the most popular online specialty toy
retailers with a simple mission: To assist parents/grandparents in finding the coolest hard-to-find toys, for their
little loved ones.
BananaToys.com carries a wide range of radio control vehicles, cartoon action figures, and various other
collectibles. BananaToys.com continuously seeks to provide the coolest toys with the lowest prices possible while
delivering fast, personal, and world-class customer service.
BananaToys.com is headquartered in Glendora, California.
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Contact Information
Banana Guy
BananaToys.com
http://www.bananatoys.com
626-963-0238
Banana Guy
BananaToys.com
http://www.bananatoys.com
626-963-0238

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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